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BC=BCE 
 
AD= CE 
 
I usually try to fix BC and AD to the more accepted BCE and CE,  
but sometimes I miss some. 
 
I will accept either from you as correct, but try to use BCE  and CE  
in the 21st century.  J 

ARTH 3573 
HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN 

1 | early writing systems 

}  “A writing system is any conventional method of 
visually representing verbal communication. 

}   While both writing and speech are useful in conveying 
messages, writing differs in also being a reliable form of 
information storage and transfer. 

}   The processes of encoding and decoding writing systems 
involve shared understanding between writers and 
readers of the meaning behind the sets of characters that 
make up a script.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Writing_system 

}  Prehistoric Writing Systems 
 

}  Mesopotamia 
 

}  Egypt  
 

}  Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets 
 

}  (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans 
 

}  Roman Developments 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

  > Phoenicians 

Egypt 

Greece 

 > Estruscans 

Rome 
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}  Prehistoric Writing Systems 
 

}  Mesopotamia 
 

}  Egypt  
 

}  Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets 
 

}  (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans 
 

}  Roman Developments 

HOMO SAPIENS 
}  Biological species of conscious, thinking people 

}  MAJOR STEPS IN DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIES 
}  Tools 
}  Speech 
}  Writing 

}  Imperfection of human memory 
}  Immediacy of expression that cannot transcend time and place 
}  Major step towards civilization and order 
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*approximate location of Jonesboro, Arkansas 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

}  PREHISTORIC 
}  Paleolithic and Neolithic periods 
}  35-40,000 BCE 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

}  PREHISTORIC 
}  In prehistoric art, the term pictograph 

or pictogram describes an image, sign 
or symbol which is created in order to 
express some idea or information.  
 

}  In addition, note that pictographic 
symbols that are cut or carved into the 
rock surface are known as petroglyphs, 
while those drawn or painted on rocks 
are called petrograms. 
}  But both are pictograph/grams 

http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/prehistoric/pictographs.htm 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

}  PREHISTORIC 
 
 
 
 
}  Cave paintings (petrograms) 

*approximate location of Lascaux, France 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

Lascaux, France  (2017 map) 

Cave painting, Lascaux, 15,000-10,000 BCE Cave painting, Lascaux, 15,000-10,000 BCE Cave painting detail, Lascaux, 15,000-10,000 BCE 
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Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

Chauvet Cave, Caverne du Pont d’Arc – Ardèche France (2017 map) REPLICA: Chauvet Cave, Caverne du Pont d’Arc – Ardèche France, 2015 Cave painting detail, Chauvet Cave, 32-30,000 BCE 

Cave painting, Chauvet Cave, 32-30,000 BCE Cave painting, Chauvet Cave, “The Venus”, 32-30,000 BCE 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

El Castillo Cave, Puente Viesgo, Spain (2017 map) 

El Castillo Cave paintings, Puente Viesgo, Spain, 32-30,000 BCE 

Material used will 
always affect  
the artwork 

Cave painting detail, Lascaux, 15,000-10,000 BCE 

Material used will 
always affect  
the artwork 

PICTOGRAMS: 
Elementary 
pictures to 
represent things 
depicted 

Purposes hypothesized 
for these paintings: 
religious/ritual, 
information? 

Cave painting detail, Chauvet Cave, 32-30,000 BCE 
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Cave painting detail, Chauvet Cave, 32-30,000 BCE 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

}  PREHISTORIC 
 
 
 
 
}  Rock carvings (petroglyphs) 

*approximate location of Nevada and Utah (USA) on left; Libya on right 

Atlas Rock petroglyphs, Valley of Fire, Nevada, USA. Newspaper Rock State Historic Monument, Utah, USA Libya 

Petroglyphs 

}  Prehistoric Writing Systems 
 

}  Mesopotamia 
 

}  Egypt  
 

}  Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets 
 

}  (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans 
 

}  Roman Developments 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 
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*approximate location of Mesopotamia *approximate location of Mesopotamia -  Satellite map shows terrain and country borders/names names from 2015. 
 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

Map shows Ancient Mesopotamia (reference the video online about Mesopotamia) 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

}  MESOPOTAMIA 
}  “Between Rivers” 

}  Land between Tigris and Euphrates 
}  Known as the Fertile Crescent 

}  Village Culture to “High Civilization” 
}  Social Order – necessary for a large number 

of people to live together 
}  Religion dominated- priests and scribes 

wielded enormous power (very common 
until printing came around in 1450 AD) 
¨  invented an intricate  system of gods headed by 

a supreme deity  
¨  priests controlled inventories of gods and king 

and ministered to the magical and religious 
needs of the people 

Alabaster relief from the palace of King Tiglath-Pileser III, c. 500 BCE Cylinder seal and clay imprint of mythological scene, Assyria c. 800 BCE 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

}  MESOPOTAMIA 
}  “Between Rivers” 

}  Land between Tigris and Euphrates 
}  Known as the Fertile Crescent 

}  Village Culture to “High Civilization” 
}  Social Order – necessary for a large number 

of people to live together 
}  Religion dominated- priests and scribes 

wielded enormous power (very common 
until printing came around in 1450 AD) 
¨  invented an intricate  system of gods headed by 

a supreme deity  
¨  priests controlled inventories of gods and king 

and ministered to the magical and religious 
needs of the people 

}  Writing evolved for record keeping,  
but STILL NOT THE KIND OF WRITING 
YOU KNOW… 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

}  MESOPOTAMIA 
}  “Between Rivers” 

}  Land between Tigris and Euphrates 
}  Known as the Fertile Crescent 

}  Village Culture to “High Civilization” 
}  Social Order – necessary for a large number 

of people to live together 
 

}  Cuneiform (“wedge-shaped” in Latin) 
}  Achieved by pressing a wedge-shaped stylus 

made of reed or wood into soft clay tablets. 
}  First signs pictographic, later improved upon 

by Babylonians to create a syllabic script 

CUNEIFORM 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbZ2asfyHcA CUNEIFORM CUNEIFORM 

}  STARTING TO SIMPLIFY 
}  Scribes turned the pictographs on their sides and began to write in 

horizontal (rows) from left to right and top to bottom 
}  This made writing easier and writing speed increased 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

}  The Invention of Writing 
}  Social order 
}  Economic progress 
}  Technological development 
}  Cultural development 
}  Libraries organized (tablets, not books) 

}  Thousands of commercial contracts and 
records 

}  Enabled society to stabilize itself under 
rule and law  
}  *Following lineage of Western line 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

}  How did writing (cultures, etc.) spread? 
 
}  Trade Routes 
}  Wars   

 
}  Governance & Commerce 

 
 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 

Ancient city of Babylon, “largest city in the world”       Note: there is also the Kingdom of Babylonia 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

   > Phoenicians 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 
}  Phoenicians 

}  Though the Phoenicians had cities, the people 
represented more a confederation of maritime 
traders rather than a defined country. 

We’ll come 
back to them.  

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

 > Phoenicians 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

We’ll come 
back to them.  

}  Prehistoric Writing Systems 
 

}  Mesopotamia 
 

}  Egypt  
 

}  Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets 
 

}  (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans 
 

}  Roman Developments 
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Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

 

 
Ancient Egyptian civilization  
lasted from 3000 BCE – 330 BCE 

*approximate location of northern border of Egypt 

Ivory tablet of King Zet, First Dynasty PICTOgraphic (rub of) Sarcophagus of Aspalta, King of Ethiopia, c. 593-568 BCE 

The Rosetta Stone, c. 197-196 BCE Taken at The British Museum, 2005  > 3ft 9in height x 2ft 4in wide x 11in deep The Rosetta Stone, c. 197-196 BCE (Egyptian demotic and Greek shown) 

•  Greek (already known) 
•  Egyptian hieroglyphics 
•  Egyptian demotic script 
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Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

}  Rosetta Stone translated mostly by  
Jean-Francois Champollion (1790-1832) 
}  700+ hieroglyphs 
}  +100 that remain strictly visual pictographs 
}  Remainder had become phonograms 

 

}  What realized about hieroglyphs: 
}  some symbols syllabic 
}  some alphabetic 
}  some determinatives 

}  signs that determine how the preceding  
glyph should be interpreted,  
but are not usually pronounced 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

}  What realized about hieroglyphs: 
}  some symbols syllabic 
}  some alphabetic 
}  some determinatives 

}  signs that determine how the preceding glyph 
should be interpreted 
 

}  THEREFORE, by the time of the  
New Kingdom, hieroglyphs often functioned 
as phonograms - not simply pictographs. 

}  A phonogram is a grapheme  
(written character) which represents a 
phoneme (speech sound) or  
combination of phonemes 

(image of materials 
used by a scribe) 
 

1. Hieroglyph 

 

2. Hieratic Priestly Script 

 

3. Demotic Popular Script 

c. 1500 BCE 

c. 1300 BCE 

c. 300 BCE 

1 2 3 

(image of materials 
used by a scribe) 
 

1. Hieroglyph 

2. Hieratic Script 

3. Demotic Script 

 

CO-EXISTED 

 
supplemented  
rather than supplanted 
hieroglyphs 
 

“Marriage” Papyrus, Demotic Script, 365-364 BCE Detail from Papyrus of Hunefar C. 1370 BCE 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

}  Consistent design format evolved 
}  1 or 2 horizontal bands (usu. colored)  

ran across top and bottom 
}  Vertical columns of writing separated  

by ruled lines 
}  Writing direction varied 
}  Images inserted adjacent to the text illustrated 
}  Images often stood on lower horizontal band 
}  Text hanging from top band 
}  Sometimes separated into rectangular zones  

for images and text 
}  Aesthetically pleasing 
}  Hieroglyphs dense and Illustrations light 

Page from the Book of the Dead of Hunefer, c. 1275 B.C.E. 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

}  Consistent design format evolved 
}  Illustration Style: 

}  Men darker skin 
}  Important persons larger 
}  Frontal body had arms and legs while head 

stayed in profile 
}  Stylized eye – profile and frontal 

Detail from the Papyrus of 
Ani from The Book of the 
Dead, c. 1550-50 BCE, 
showing Ani and his wife. 
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Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

}  Consistent design format evolved 
}  Illustration Style: 

}  Men darker skin 
}  Important persons larger 
}  Frontal body had arms and legs while head 

stayed in profile 
}  Stylized eye – profile and frontal 

 
 
 
 

}  At first, scribe would design and  
leave room for illustrations 

}  Later,  the illustrations  
gained importance, so vice-versa 

Detail of papyrus Papyrus ROLLED 

Egyptian Cyinder Seal 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

  > Phoenicians 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

}  Prehistoric Writing Systems 
 

}  Mesopotamia 
 

}  Egypt  
 

}  Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets 
 

}  (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans 
 

}  Roman Developments 

PHONETIC ALPHABET > phonograms PHONETIC ALPHABET > phonograms 
}  Each letter represents a basic SOUND  

of a spoken language  
}  vs. pictographs 
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}  Pictographs (and Phonograms) 

}  Phonetic Alphabet made up of Phonograms 

PHONETIC ALPHABET > phonograms 
}  Each letter represents a basic SOUND  

of a spoken language  
}  vs. pictographs 

}  Minimalist and adaptable 
}  PRACTICAL IMPERFECTION 

}  Impervious to culturally defined ideas 

DOUBLE LAYER OF ABSTRACTION 
}  FIRST: words divided into meaningless sound elements 
}  SECOND: phonemes represented visually with equally 

meaningless signs and letters 
}  THEREFORE: the structure of the alphabet is extremely 

organized via abstract thought 
}  ORGANIZED FRAGMENTATION 

}  Prehistoric Writing Systems 
 

}  Mesopotamia 
 

}  Egypt  
 

}  Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets 
 

}  (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans 
 

}  Roman Developments 

Proto-Sinaitic Script PHOENICIANS 
Proto-Sinaitic Script 

+ 

More graphical system 

= 

Phoenician Script 

 

Evolved into  
Aramaic 
and Greek 

 

 

http://www.bloggingbeirut.com/docs/phoenicia1.jpg 
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PHOENICIANS 
Proto-Sinaitic Script 

+ 

More graphical system 

= 

Phoenician Script 

 

Evolved into  
Aramaic 
and Greek 

 

 

Ancient Greek 

GREEKS 
}  PHONETIC alphabet 
}  Took Phoenician, added vowels 
}  Writing direction: 

}  Right to Left  
}  Boustrophedon as the oxen plows 
}  Switched left to right about 800 BCE  

(also researched as 5th century BCE) 

}  “The Greek alphabet first came into use around 700 
BCE.  Within 300 years the Greeks had developed 
from dependence on oral tradition based on 
myths, to a rationalistic, logical culture which 
laid the foundations for logic, science, philosophy, 
psychology, political science, and individualism.” 
 
-Marshall McLuhan and R.K. Logan, Alphabet, Mother of Invention 

Power of the Phonetic Alphabet 

Key Contemporary Concepts: From 
Abjection to Zeno's Paradox 
By John Lechte, 2003 

ETRUSCANS 

}  “The Romans owed their very existence to the 
Etruscans, and obliterated them, perhaps from 
ordinary greed, perhaps to hide a truth too degrading 
to admit.  In their stories, their origins became their 
own, or Greek.  Etruria became an appendix of 
Roman history.” 
 
-Andrew Robinson, The Story of Writing 
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ETRUSCANS 

Liaison between 
Greeks and Romans 

The Pyrgi Lamellae: Phoenician & Etruscan Panels, gold, c. 500 BCE Duenos Inscription, c. 6th century BCE 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome  
(Hollywood version) 

Publicity for Rome, on HBO 2005-2007  

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome  
(idealized by artist in 1885 ) 

A day in ancient Rome; being a revision of Lohr's "Aus dem alten Rom", with numerous illustrations, by Edgar S. Shumway (1885)  

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

Present-day ruins and explanation of Ancient Rome’s  main social classes 
http://www.urbanghostsmedia.com/2012/12/travel-10-offbeat-things-to-do-in-rome/ and  

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

Prehistoric 

Mesopotamia 

Egypt 

Greece 

Rome 

Ancient Rome  
(and its empire) 

 
 
 

IS NOT 
 

the  
Holy Roman Empire 

Based in Rome. Lasted from 27B BCE until 476 CE. It was formed from the Roman 
Republic before it, with roots stretching back from 8th century BCE.  

The Eastern Portion of the Roman Empire, or Byzantine Empire,  
survived the fall of the Western Empire until 1453CE. 

800 CE - early 1800s. Made up of a varying complex of lands in western and central Europe 
ruled over first by Frankish and then by German kings for 10 centuries.  

As Voltaire wrote,  
“The Holy Roman Empire was neither holy, nor Roman, nor an empire" 

*approximate location of Rome, Italy *approximate location of Rome and Greece -  Satellite map shows terrain and country borders/names names from 2018. 
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*Rome and Greece -  Satellite map shows terrain and country borders/names names from 2018. 
 

SENATUS POPULUSQUE ROMANUS 

}  = ROME IS HERE 

SENATUS POPULUSQUE ROMANUS 
}  = The Senate and the people of Rome 

 
}  In Latin 

}  “Dead” language, but base of all the Romance* languages today 
 
* “Romance”-  
}  The Romance languages (also sometimes called Romanic languages) 

are a language family in the Indo-European languages.  
}  They started from Vulgar Latin (In the Latin Language, "vulgar" is the 

word for "common," so "Vulgar Latin" means "Common Latin").  
}  The biggest Romance languages are Spanish, Portuguese, French, 

Italian, Romanian, and Catalan.  
}  They are called "romance languages" because they originate 

from a language spoken by Romans. 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNoc0WUAHv4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNoc0WUAHv4 

SENATUS POPULUSQUE ROMANUS 
}  = The Senate and the people of Rome 

 
}  Latin written alphabet =  

}  Evolved into the Roman Alphabet, which is what the English 
language uses (with some adjustments) 

SENATUS POPULUSQUE ROMANUS 
}  = The Senate and the people of Rome 

 
 

}  Latin = PHONETIC ALPHABET 
}  You can decode the simple signs as letters  
}  Each letter is a sound or phoneme 

}  Prehistoric Writing Systems 
 

}  Mesopotamia 
 

}  Egypt  
 

}  Power of phonetic (vs. pictographic) alphabets 
 

}  (Phoenicians) > Greeks > (Etruscans) > Romans 
 

}  Roman Developments 
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Roman Education 
}  Education was very important to the Ancient Romans. 

The rich people in Ancient Rome put a great deal of faith in 
education.  While the poor in Ancient Rome did not receive a 
formal education, many still learned to read and write (see 
Vulgar Latin vs. Classical Latin) in some fashion.  

}  Children from rich families, however, were well schooled and 
taught by a private tutor at home or went to what we would 
recognize as schools. In general, schools as we would recognize 
them, were for boys only.  Some evidence exists that girls were 
allowed eventually. 

http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/roman_education.htm 
 

Serifs 

CAPITALIS MONUMENTALIS 

}  Monumental Capitals: Used on the multitude of 
propaganda art throughout the empire. 

}  Near perfect geometric shapes engraved into the  
impressive monuments  

}  Symbol of great beauty and permanence.   

CAPITALIS QUADRATA 

}  Square Capitals: Handwritten form of this style 

CAPITALIS RUSTICA 

}  Rustic Capitals: More informal, extremely 
condensed, handwritten counterpart 

CAPITALIS RUSTICA 

}  Rustic Capitals: More informal, extremely 
condensed, handwritten counterpart 

}  Papyrus and parchment were very expensive  
writing surfaces 

}  Clay tablets were also used and the quick writing 
style lent itself well to this substrate 

}  The first examples of Capitalis Rustica are from 
about the 1st century BCE, but it probably existed 
earlier than that 

POMPEII (erupted 79 CE) – Vulgar Latin written in Capitalis Rustica 

SERIFS 
(vs. SANS SERIF) 
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ALSO… 

Romans did not add 
space between words 

 

Romans (or anyone 
using Latin) did not 
use lower-case letters 
until the miniscule  
(4th – 8th century CE) 

Detail from the Trajan Column, 106–113 CE 

ROMAN ORGANIZATION 

}  “…As with the Greeks, literacy greatly influenced all 
aspects of Roman life, transforming an oral tribal 
society into a civilized one.” 

 
- Robert K. Logan, Alphabet, Mother of Invention 

ROMAN ORGANIZATION 

}  “…The impact of the alphabetic writing with which all 
educated men in Rome were acquainted can be seen 
more in the nonliterary practical affairs in which the 
Romans prided themselves than in their actual 
literary output.   

}  The influence of the uniformity, regularity, and 
linearity that the alphabet subliminally promotes is 
reflected in all Roman forms of organization – from 
their military and civil administration to their 
architecture and town planning.” 

ROMAN ORGANIZATION 

}  UNIFICATION and CLASSIFIED FRAGMENTATION 
}  Homogenization of Rome 
}  Laws and Codes 
}  Money, Weights, Measure 
}  Military 
}  Individualism and Nationalism 
}  Aqueducts, Sanitation, and Irrigation 
}  Education and Medicine 
}  Public Order and Peace 

ROMAN ORGANIZATION 

}  UNIFICATION and CLASSIFIED FRAGMENTATION 

•  “A writing system is any 
conventional method of  
visually representing  
verbal communication.  

•  While both writing and speech are 
useful in conveying messages, 
writing differs in also being a 
reliable form of information 
storage and transfer. 

•  The processes of encoding and 
decoding writing systems involve 
shared understanding between 
writers and readers of the 
meaning behind the sets of 
characters that make up a script.” 

 Mark Federman,  
 What is the Meaning of The Medium is the Message? 

http://individual.utoronto.ca/markfederman/article_mediumisthemessage.htm 

}  “By the  
meaningless sign  
linked to the  
meaningless sound,  
we have built the shape  
and meaning of   
Western man.” 

 
- Marshall McLuhan,  
  The Gutenberg Galaxy: 
  The Making of Typographic Man 

}  NOTE:  The following will not be on the test.  
  

}  McLuhan prophesized the “Global Village” a decade+ 
before the Internet EVEN existed.   

}  So take a deep breath and CONSIDER the next slide.  
These are quotes from McLuhan from 1962. 

}  The following is a screen shot with a global 
conversation on social media… 
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}  NOTE:  The following will not be on the test.  
  

}  McLuhan prophesized the “Global Village” a decade+ 
before the Internet EVEN existed.   

}  So take a deep breath and CONSIDER the next slide.  
These are quotes from McLuhan from 1962. 

}  The following is a screen shot with a global 
conversation on social media… 


